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O. INTRODUCTION 

lve consider the problem of whether the interpolation theorem holds for 

arbitrary fragments of the first order propositional calculus •. (By "fragment" 

is meant: fragment of the language, not of the inference rules. An exact 

definition is given in §1.2.) 

We consider, first, classical propositional calculus (§1). There is a 

positive solution here, due to F. Ville. 

Next we turn to intuitionistic propositional calculus (§2). The solu

tion here is negative, i.e. we exhibit a fragment for which interpolation 

fails. 

Research on this work was done while I was employed at the Mathematisch 

Instituut der Rijksuniversiteit Utrecht. 

Special thanks are due to Prof. G. Kreisel, who encouraged the investi

gation of the problem considered in §2. 

I. CLASSICAL PROPOSITIONAL CALCULUS CPC 

I.I. In this section we consider classical (first order) propositional cal

culus CPC. 

Formulas are built up from propositional parameters and the constant 

J., "false" (or T, "true") by a complete set of connectives, e.g. {A/7}. 

NOTATION. "f--" denotes provability in CPC, and "=" denotes provable equiv

alence between formulas. For a formula A, Par(A) denotes the set of param

eters in A. 

The interpolation theorem says: Suppose A f-- B. Then there is "an in

terpolant for A+ B", i.e. a formula C such that A J- C and C f-- B, and 

Par(C) E Par(A) n Par(B). 

REMARK. If Par(A) n Par(B) =~,then C must be (equivalent to) a proposi

tional constant (J. or T), and so (accordingly) either f-- -, A or f-- B. 

This theorem was first (stated and) proved by Craig (for the predicate 

calculus), using a form of the "Herbrand-Gentzen theorem" ([2], Theorem 5). 

Another proof (semantic) was given by HENKIN [4]. (An exposition is given 
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in [1], §2.2.20.) Still another proof (proof-theoretical) was given in [8] 

(actually for the predicate calculus with infinitely long expressions). In 

this proof one builds up an interpolant for A+ B from a cut-free proof of 

the sequent A1+ B, by considering "partitioned sequents". (An exposition is 

given in [12], §6, where the method is attributed to Maehara.) · 

1.2. We turn to the problem of interpolation for fragments of CPC, which we 

now explain. 

DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION. 

(1) Given a set of propositional connectives c 1, ••• ,ck, the fragment 

[c 1, ••• ,ck] is the set of all formulas built up (from the parameters) 

by means of these connectives only. 

(2) Any formula A(p 1, ••• ,pn) of CPC, containing n parameters as shown, de

fines (in an obvious way) an n-ary propositional connective cA. 

(3) Hence any set of formulas A1, ••• ,1\_ determines a fragment 

F = [cA1,·•·,cAkJ. 

(4) We say that interpolation holds for a fragment F if for any formulas 

A, B in F, if A ~ B then there is an interpolant for A + B in F. 

PROBLEM 1. Does interpolation hold for arbitrary fragments of IPC? 

1.3. EXAMPLES. Consider first some simple fragments. Suppose A ~ B, with 

A,B in the fragment F given below. We are looking for an interpolant in F. 
(1) F = [A]. In this case, since A= MPar(A) and B = MPar(B), we see that 

Par(B) s Par(A), and so B itself is an interpolant. 

(2) F = [v]. Here, similarly, Par(A) s Par(B), so A is an interpolant. 

(3). F = [A, v]. Put both A and B in disju11ctive normal form: say A = w . A., 
i <m i 

B =·w. B., with A.,B. E [A], Then it is easy to see that 
J <n J i J 

A ~ B ~ Vi < m 3j < n Par(B.) c Par(A.), 
J - l. 

and so an interpolant for A+ Bis found by taking the disjunction of those 

B. 's for which 
J 

3i < m (Par(B.) s Par(A.)). 
J l. 
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(Alternatively, an interpolant is easily found by Maehara's method.) 

(4) F = [+]. Interpolation for this fragment is no longer trivial. A straight

forward application of Maehara's method gives an interpolant in [+,A]. 

However, a semantic proof of interpolation for[+] was given by VILLARS 

[13]. 

We return to the question of a proof-theoretic proof of interpolation 

for[+] at the end of §2. 

1.4. Let us return to the general problem (§1.2) of interpolation for ar

bitrary fragments of CPC. This was solved positively by F. Ville. Her solu

tion is given in [7] and (better) [8] (chapter 1, Exercises). We repeat it 

here. It is a corollary of the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1. (Ville). For any formula A(p) of CPC (perhaps with parameters 

other than p) : 

A(p) I- A(A(T)), 

or equivalently, 

3pA(p) - A(A(T)). 

"(Note. Here and elsewhere, we introduce second order quantifiers, hence 

"=" here means equivalence in second order CPC. However, the formulas de

noted schematically by "A", "B", etc., are always first order, and any 

second order quantifiers are always explicitly displayed.) 

PROOF. (We argue informally in classical propositional logic.) Suppose 

( 1) A(p). 

Now (classically) A(T) or ,A(T). 

CASE 1. 

(2) A(T), 
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So 

A(T) ++ T. 

Hence (substituting A(T) for Tin (2)): A(A(T)). 

CASE 2. 

(3) ,A(T). 

So 

(4) A(T) ++ ~. 

Also 

(5) 

(Since p ++ T would imply A(T) by (1), contradicting (3)). Hence (from (4) 

and (5)): 

A(T) ++ p. 

Hence (substituting A(T) for pin (1)): A(A(T)). D 

REMARK. One can also get the "dual" result: 

A(A(~)) ~ A(p). 

1.5. Suppose now that 

A(p,r) ~ B(r,q). 

(We consider, for ease of exposition, the simplest non-trivial case, where 

A and B have one parameter r in common, A has one parameter p not in B, and 

B has one parameter q not in A.) 

Note that for any formula F, 
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(I) A (F , r) I- B ( r , q) 

and 

(2) A(p,r) I- B(r,F). 

We see from (I) that we would have an interpolant A(F,r) if we could choose 

F so that A(p,r) I- A(F,r). This is provided by Theorem I, by taking 

F = A(T,r). Hence the following is an interpolant: 

C: 1 := A(A(T,r),r). 

This is in the fragment [cA,T]. We can now get an interpolant in [cA,cB] 

by substituting B(r,r) for Tin C': 

C: := A(A(B(r,r),r),r), 

since by (2), A 1- B(r,r), hence A 1- (B(r,r)+-+ T), and so A I- (C'+-+C). 

Further, we still have C I- B, by (I). 

This gives a positive solution to the general problem, since C 1.s 1.n 

the fragment [cA,cB], and hence in any fragment containing A and B. 

REMARKS. 

(I) An interpolant can also be obtained by the dual procedure (working back

wards from the right): 

B(r,B(r,A(r,r))). 

(2) In the general case that A and Beach contain a number of parameters not 

in the other, the above procedure is iterated in an obvious way. 

2. INTUITIONISTIC PROPOSITIONAL CALCULUS IPC 

2.1. We turn. to a consideration of analogous problems in the case of (first 

order) intuitionistic propositional calculus IPC. In this section, the sym

bols "1-" and "=" are used to denote provability and provable equivalence 
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in IPC, and 1r1 ~" and "=" for the corresponding classical notions. 
C C 

Once again, the interpolation theorem holds. A (proof-theoretical) 

proof was given by SCHUTTE [11]. In fact Maehara's method can be easily 

modified to apply to the intuitionistic sequent calculus (see [12], §6). 

2.2. Again w1e consider the problem of interpolation for fragments of IPC. 

As before, we begin with some special cases. 

Note first that if A and Bare in the fragment [A,v] then 

A ~ B -= A t- B 
C 

(since(*) in §1.3 also holds with"~" in place of"~"). Hence for the 
C 

fragments [A], [v] and [A,v], interpolation holds again, and with the same 

interpolant as in the classical case. 

In the case of the fragment [ +] however, Villars' method (§ 1. 3, (4)) 

clearly does not work for intuitionistic logic; and, again, a straightfor

ward application of Maehara's method provides an interpolant in [+,A], How

ever, we can get an interpolant in[+], by a refinement of this method 

( s ee § 2 • I 3) • 

2.3. Let us again consider the general problem of interpolation for arbi

trary fragments (defined as in §1). 

PROBLEM 2. (Kreisel). Does interpolation hold for arbitrary fragments of 

IPC? 

2.4. In an attempt to solve Problem 2 in a way analogous to Ville's method 

for classical logic, we may also consider the following problem. 

PROBLEM 3. Does A(p) ~ A(A(T)) hold in IPC? 

The answer here is negative., by the following counterexample. Let 

A(p) = (q+p) + q. 

Then 



A(T) - q, 

so 

A(A(T)) - q. 

But 

C q+p) + q II q . 

(Note that (q+p) • q t--- q. This is just Peirce's law!) 
C 

2.5. By contrast, however, we have: 

THEOREM 2. (Kreisel). 3!p A(p) t--- A(A(T)). 

PROOF. (We argue informally in second order intuitionistic propositional 

logic.) Assume 

( 1) A(p) 

and 

(2) Vq(A(q) + (q-+--+p)). 

We will show that 

(3) p-+--+ A(T), 

and hence (subs ti tu ting A(T) for p 1.n ( 1)) A(A(T)). 

To prove the bi-implication (3): 

(i) Assume p. Then p-+--+ T. So (substituting T for p 1.n (I)) A(T). 

(ii) Conversely, assume A(T). Instantiating (2) with T: 

A(T) • (T-+--+p); 

hence, by modus ponens, T-+--+ p, i.e., p. n 

7 
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2.6. We can also consider a variant of Problem 3: 

PROBLEM 4. (Specker). Given a formula A(p,q) (where q is a list of all 
-+ 

parameters in A other than p), is there always some formula ~A(q) of IPC 
-+ 

(in the parameters q only) such that 

-+ -+ -+ 
A(p,q) t"' ~(~A(q),q), 

or, equivalently, 

-+ -+ -+ 
3pA(p,q) - A(~A(q),q)? 

EXAMPLE. For A(p,q) = (q-+p)-+ q (the counterexample to Problem 3) we can 

take ~A(q) = i, or ,p; but no formula ~(q) in the minimal (i.e. i-less) 

fragment will work, since every such formula ~(q) is equivalent to either 

Tor q (by induction on the complexity of~), and then (in either case) 

A(~(q),q) = q. 

2.7. We now give a negative solution to Problem 4. We first define a ternary 

connective o. 

DEFINITION. o(p,q 1,q2) := (pAq 1) V (,pAq2) 

_ (pv,q) A (p+q1) A (,p+q2). 

This can be read as: pis a discriminator for the disJ·unction v qi q2. 

PROOF.~: T~ivial. 

<= (arguing informally in second order intuitionistic propositional logic): 

Suppose q 1; then o(T,q 1,q2), so 3po. 

Suppose q2 ; then o(i,q 1,q2), so 3po. 

Hence (by v-elimination) q I v q2 ~ 3po. D 

NOTE. The discriminators in the two cases (in the above proof) are quite 

different! This gives a clue to the following theorem. 

2.8. THEOREM 3. There is no formula ~(q 1,q2) of IPC such that 



(I) 
+ + + + 

o(p,q) I- o(~(q),q). 

NOTE. By the lemma, (I) is equivalent to 

+ + 
q] V q2 I- o(q,{q),q). 

In other words, although q1 v q2 implies the existence of a discriminator 

(by the lemma), such a discriminator is not (first-order) definable from 

q] V q2. 

+ PROOF. Suppose, then, that for some formula ~(q) of IPC, 

(2) 

(i) Substitute q 1 =Tin (2): 

(3) 

(4) 

Hence, by the disjunction property of IPC (see e.g. [12], §6.14(1), 

with r =~),either 

or 

But (4) implies I- q2 , which is false; so, by (3): 

(5) ~(T,q2) = T for all q2 • 

(ii) Now substitute q2 =Tin (2): 

9 
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(6) 

(Tl 

(8) 

Hence, again by the disjunction property: 

either 

or 

But (6) implies I- q ; so, by (7): 
1 

for all q 1 . 

Now (5) and (8) together yield a contradiction, upon substituting 

q2 = T and ql = T. • 

Note that in the case of classical logic, a discriminator for q 1 v q2 
is trivially given by q 1 itself (which is what we get by the method of 

Theorem 1). 

2.9. The following is a modification of Problem 4. 

+ 
PROBLEM 5. (Scott). Given a formula A(p,q), are there always formulas 

+ + 
~1(q), ••• ,~n(q) (for some n > 0) such that 

(1) + n + +? 
3pA(p,q) - wi=l A(~i (q) ,q). 

+ + + 
(For example, with A= o(p,q), we could taken= 2, ~1(q) = T, ~2 (q) = ~.) 

Here again the answer is no, as shown by the following counterexample 

(Kreisel). Define 

A0 (p,q) := q ++ (,pv,,p). 

LEMMA. For each monadic formula ~(q), 

(2) 



PROOF. First, if I- , cI>(q) or 1--,-, cI>(q), then (2) 1.s easily seen to hold. 

Next, consideration of the NISHIMURA lattice [9] shows that the only other ,, 

possibili tieis for cI>(q) are: cI>(q) = q or 7 q or 77 q, and in each of these 

cases, AO(<P(q) ,q) = q +-+ (,qv1,q) = q. D 

So a positive solution to ( 1) for A = AO would imply, by (2), 

3pAO(p,q) = q, and hence 

(3) q +-+ (,pv,,p) I- q. 

But if (3) holds, then, by substituting (7pv,,p) for q 1.n (3), we get 

1-7 p V77p, which 1.s false. 

REMARK. Define the unary propositional connective~ by ~q := 3pAO(p,q). 

Kreisel has proved the following (stronger) results. 

(i) ~ q is not equivalent to any (first-order) formula of IPC [5]. 

(ii) There is no positive solution to (I) for A= A0 even when the <Pi (q) 

can be taken in the language extended by~. i.e. the fragment 

[• ,A,v,L,~] (unpublished). 

2.10. We now have -two second-order "definitions" of disjunction q 1 v q2 : 

existential: 3po(p,q 1 ,q2) 

and 

universal 

where p(q 1,q2 ,r) := [(q 1• r} A (q2• r)] • r ([10], p.67). 

Now consider the valid implication 

(I) 
-+ • 

o(p,q) • p (q,r). 

The obvious interpolant for this is q 1 v q2 , and in fact this is the only 

interpolant, since any interpolant for (1) must also be one for 

• • 
3po(p,q) • Vrp(q,r). 

1 1 
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However, we can show that vis not (first-order) definable from [o,p]; 

in fact, from a larger fragment: 

DEFINITION. Fo is the fragment [o,+,A,~]. 

THEOREM 4. Disjunction is not definable in F0 • 

Two proofs are given below: a proof-theoretical proof (§2.11), and a 

simple proof, due to A.S. Troelstra, which makes use of finite Heyting lat

tices (§2. 12). 

As an immediate corollary, we have (by considering (1) and observing 

that o,p E Fo): 

COROLLARY. InteY"f)olation fails for the fragment F0 • 

We conclude §2 with three proofs: the two above-mentioned proofs of 

Theorem 4, and a proof of interpolation for the fragment[+]. 

2.11. First proof of Theorem 4 

The idea, roughly, is to show that (ordinary) disjunction cannot be 

defined from (the negative fragment and) "exclusive disjunction" (i.e. a 

disjunction, such as o, in which each disjunct excludes the other: see (3) 

below). 

Sand S' will denote finite sets of formulas of the fragment F0 • We 

interpret such a set conjunctively, i.e. read "S" as 11/'/\ S". 

We will, in fact, show that for any such S, it is impossible that 

q1 v q2 = S. The proof is by induction on the length of S, defined by: 

ls= t~ 1 lA. (where S = {A1, ••• ,A }, the A. 's distinct), where lA = the 
li= i n i 

length of the formula A as a string at symbols. (What we actually need for 

the induction to work is: l(AAB) > lA + lB, l(A+B) > lB, and 

l(o(A,Bl,B2)) > max(l(AAB1),l(~AAB2)).) 

(1) 

and 

(2) 

So assume that q 1 v q2 = S, with S = {A1, ••• ,An}; hence 
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We consider various cases, and in each case either get an outright con

tradiction, or find another set S' with ls' < ls and q 1 ·v q2 = S'. 

CASE I. One of the A. 'sis an atom. (We may assume that the atoms of Sare 
1. 

among q1, q2 and .L, since otherwise we could substitute ".t" for any param-

eter, and (I) and (2) would still hold.) 

CASE I (a) . A. = q I. Then (from (I)) q} V 
1. q2 I- q 1, hence q2 I- q 1, which 1.S 

false. 

CASE 1 (b). A. = q2. Similar. 
1. 

CASE 1 ( c). A. = .L. Hence (from (I)) 
1. qi V q2 I- .L, which 1.S false. 

CASE 2. One of the Ai's is a conjunction, say A1 = B1 A B2 • Simply replace 

S by S' := {B 1,B2 ,A2 , ... ,An}. Then lS' < ls and qi v q2 = S'. 

CASE 3. One of the Ai's is a o, say A1 = o(B,C 1,c2). Write D1 =BA c1 and 

D2 = BA c 2 ; so A= D1 A D2. Note that 

(3) 

Now from (1), 

(4) ql V q2 I- DI V D2 . 

We will show that for some J ( = 1 or 2): 

(5) qi V q2 I- D .• 
J 

From (3), 

q. I- DI V Dz (i = 1 , 2) . 
1. 

Hence (by considering a cut-free proof of the sequent qi J...+ D1 v D2): 
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(i = 1,2). 

Now suppose e.g. q1 I- n1 and q2 I- n2 • Then by (3), q 1 A q2 I- .1, which is 

false. Similarly, we cannot have q 1 I- n2 and q2 I- n1 • Hence, .for a fixed 

j ( = 1 or 2), 

and hence (5). 

(This is the whole point! From the fact that q 1 v q2 implies an e:x:aZu

sive disjunction ((4), (3)) we can infer that it implies one of the compo

nents (5).) 

Now let S' = {Dj,A2, ••• ,An} (with j as in (4)). Then q1 v q2 _1- S', 

and S' I- S I- q1 v q2• Hence q1 v q2 = S'. Also ls' < .e.s. 

CASE 4. Assume finally that none of cases 1, 2, 3 applies. Then each A. has 
1. 

the form B. + C .• From (2): consider a cut-free proof of the sequent 
1. 1. 

(6) 

Let I be the last (non-structural) inference of such a proof. There are 

two possibilities for I: vR and+ L. 

(i) Assume I = vR. So (for i = 1 or 2) S I- q .• 
1. 

But then by (1), q 1 v q2 I- S I- qi, hence q 1 v q2 I- qi, which is 

false. 

(ii) Hence I must be+ L. So assume (6) is the conclusion of+ L, with 

(say) B1 + c1 as principal formula. The left upper sequent of I is 

then: 

_ . _ Hence S I- B 1 , and hence (by modus ponens, since S I- B 1 + C 1 ) 

(7) 



Let S' = {c 1,A2 , ... ,A11 }. Then ls' < ls, and (by (7)) S I- S'. Also 

(since c1 I- A1) S' I- S. Hence 

2.12. Semantic proof of Theorem 4 (Troelstra). 

(1) Background. (see e.g. [3], §5.2.) 

15 

A finite Heyting lattice (or algebra) can be defined simply as a finite 

distributive lattice L = (X,A,v,s). On such a lattice (with ".t" and "T" 

denoting the "bottom" and "top" nodes respectively) we can further define 

the operations 

x • y := v {z e XI x A z s y} 

and 

x := v {z e X I x A z = .L}. 

We will actually consider lattices "with assignments" 1L = (L,(jl), where 

(jJ is an assignment of propositional parameters to the nodes of L. Given such 

a lattice L , we can define a valuation v]L of all formulas of IPC to 1L in 

an obvious way. 

Then IPC is sound and complete w. r. t. all such lattices, i.e., for any 

formula A of IPC: 

I- A iff \)]L (A) = T for all finite Heyting lattices 1L 

and (hence) for any formulas A and B, 

A - B iff vli, (A) = vli,(B) for all such L. 

(2) Now consider the lattice 
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T 

]L = p q 

J. 

Then the subZatt-iae I( generated from {p,q} by {+,A,J.,o} is: 

I( = p q 

J. 
i.e. the point "p v q" is omitted. This can be seen as follows. First, it is 

clear that I( is the sublattice generated from {p,q} by {+,A,J.}. Secondly, 

I( is closed in lL under o. This is because for every x in I(, either x = J. 

or -,x = J., and so one of the two components of any o-disjunction must be J.. 

(The point is, once again, that o is an exclusive disjunction!) 

REMARK. G. Renardel (unpublished) has used the method of Heyting lattices 

(and the corresponding Kripke models) to find many more fragments of IPC 

for which interpolation fails. 

2.13. THEOREM. Inte-ppoZation holds for [+] in IPC. 

PROOF. We proceed in steps. (1) Suppose Dis a formula in[+]. Then 

D = D + p, where pis an atom and Dis a finite conjunction of formulas in 

[+]. We call p the leading atom of D. 

(2) Consider a "partitioned sequent" in IPC: 

S: r,fli--+-B 



where rand 6 are finite sets (or sequences) of formulas. An interpolant 

for Sis a formula D such that 

r t- D and D,6 t- B 

(and, of course, Par(D) ~ Par(r) n Par(6u{B})). 

(3) Suppose that such a sequent Sis provable in IPC, with f,6 and Bin 

[+]. Then it has an interpolant Din [+,A]. (Proof is by induction on the 

length of a cut-free derivation. This is Maehara's method: see [121, §6.) 

D can be written as a conjunction of formulas of[+]: 

(o.+p.), 
l. l. 

with D. in[+] and p. the leading atom of D. (or possibly D = T). 
l. l. l. 

17 

(4) Furthermore (for D chosen in the ordinary way as above) it can be check-

ed that each p. (for i = 1, ••• ,n) is the leading atom of one of the formulas 
l. 

of r. (Again, by induction on the length of a cut-free derivation). 

(5) Hence if every formula in r has the same leading atom, say p0 , then 

each D. has leading atom p. = p0 : so D = M~ 1 (D.+p0) (or possibly D = T). 
l. l. 1.= l. 

But then D = (D+p0) + p0 , which is in[+]! 

This follows from the equivalence 

n -by taking A = w. 1 D •• 1.= l. 

(6) Suppose finally that A t- B, with A and B in [+]. Then (taking r = 

and 6 =~)we get an interpolant for A+B in [+] (and, moreover, with 

same leading atom as A) (or possibly= T). D 

REMARK. This method of proving interpolation for[+] also works for CPC 

(see §1.3, example (4)). 

A 

the 
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